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Abstract
Feature tracking is needed for many applications, for instance:
3d scene reconstruction, real and synthetic scene fusion,
advanced video compression, super-resolution images creation
and many others. In this paper we describe how we go about
feature point tracking. We also describe feature point filtering,
since some of the tracked points are actually outliers.

on a regular basis (every n-th frame ) to maintain overall
density. Each point has its initial frame where it has been added
to the process. Then it is being tracked through the image
sequence in the following manner:
•
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1. INTRODUCTION

∑I

In many applications a need of correct feature tracking arose.
This problem has been intensively studied during the last
decade. There are several main approaches and they can be
generally divided into two main groups:
1)

2)

For each point we search for the best candidate in the
next frame in the square neighborhood of the position
of our point in the previous frame using a criteria of
maximum cross-correlation of square neighborhoods
in the current frame and in the initial frame for this
point. We use an initial frame instead of the previous
one to reduce discrepancy of found positions of
feature points caused by numerical errors.
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Direct methods try to compute a dense optical flow
using intensity information from all pixels of the
image.

P1(i1,j1) – point on an image with intensities

Feature-based methods first extract features (i.e.
points or area where meaningful information is
concentrated) and then try to match only them.

P2(i2,j2) – point on an image with intensities

I i (initial)
I c (current)

{

Methods addressed in this paper are for static scenes. Feature
tracking and filtering are done separately. First the feature
tracker tracks some points, and then the filtering procedure
removes outliers. We have chosen a feature-based strategy
because we presumed a general assumption that the quality of
input images might be relatively poor (as we have on ordinary
camcorder) and might contain compression artifacts and
therefore we should carefully choose information we may rely
on.

Our algorithm begins with a starting frame with some points
selected on it and then during the processing of subsequent
frames some of them disappear and therefore we also add points

- square

•

If the best correlation score for a particular point is
less than a predefined threshold we set the initial
frame number for this point to an average of the old
initial frame number and a current frame number and
repeat the first step. We do this step iteratively until a
satisfactory correlation score is reached or difference
between the current frame number and the initial
frame number becomes less than allowed (in such a
situation this point is considered lost starting from the
current frame and excluded from consecutive
processing).

•

We also repeat the correlation procedure as described
in the previous item in the case when a displacement
vector of the point is appreciably different from the
weighted (according to distance to this point) average
displacement of the surrounding points.

2. FEATURE TRACKING
Our feature tracker is based on a cross-correlation approach to
matching features in adjacent frames. We use this technique
without multiscale strategy because we expect relatively small
displacements between adjacent frames in our sequence (up to
10 pixels). One of the main disadvantages of this algorithm is
that it is only pixel-precise. This may lead to appreciable errors
if many frames have been processed. However, other
approaches such as those described in [3],[5] demonstrated
relatively worse performance on typical video sequences.
Conceptually our tracking algorithm follows the method
described in [1].

}

NB= ( k , l ) ∈ Z2 : k ∈ [ − R, R ], l ∈ [ − R, R ]
neighborhood with a radius R

For comprehensive survey of direct methods see [4] and for
feature-based methods see [8].

The result is presented in Figure 1.

3. FEATURE FILTERING
When feature tracking is done, not all of the geometrical
constraints are used. For instance, the object being tracked is not
deforming. For this reason given some points, we can constraint
the movement of other points. For a two image filtering, an
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epipolar line is used: the point has to be at a certain distance
form the line. For a three image filtering, a point can’t be farther
then a certain distance from a point, build using the epipolar
lines from other two frames.

3.1 Building a Fundamental Matrix
We build a fundamental matrix using 7 points, as explained in
[1], except that we handle differently cases when there are 3 real
i

roots. Basically, we need to solve ( p 2 i ,1) F ( p 1 ,1) = 0 , given
the corresponding points.
We can rewrite the equation under the following form:

[ x 1 x 2 , y 1 x 2 , x 2 , x 1 y 2 , y 1 y 2 , y 2 , x 1 , y 1 ,1] f = 0, where
f = [ F11 , F12 , F13 , F21 , F22 , F23 , F31 , F32 , F33 ]T
Staking 7 equations, we get Af = 0 . First we apply SVD to A,
and get USV

T

f = 0 ⇔ Sg = 0,V T f = g . Last equation
1

2

gives us a linear space of solutions: f = λ1v + λ2 v . We also
note that the needed matrix is of rank-2. So we get constraint on
this space of solutions: det f = 0. From the last equation we get
a cubic polynomial, which can be solved analytically. If we get
one real solution, then we get the needed fundamental matrix.
But if we get all 3 real solutions, then we test all three matrixes,
after all our goal is to find the best fundamental matrix, not the
points which where used to build the best fundamental matrix.
[6] suggests us to sample more points in case of 3 real solutions.
But by doing this we increase the sample size, and therefore we
would need more samples in the RANSAC (RANdom
SAmpling Consensus) algorithm [2].

If a new fundamental matrix has more inliers then before, then
the weight of all the inliers are increased, else nothing is done..

3.5 Filtering an Image Sequence
To filter out outliers from an image sequence, we process all
consecutive 3 frames, starting from the first frame. After this
process for each point we know on what frames it is an inlier
and on what frames it is an outlier. We know where each point
was defined. Now we define that a point is considered inlier on
some set of adjacent frames, if on all of these frames the point is
an inlier and the frame on which this point is defined is in this
set and that we can’t expand this set further to the left or right.
On all other sets of frames the point is considered an outlier.
See filtering results in Figure 2.

4. CONCLUSION
The method presented in this paper was practically tested and
verified its fitness for tracking feature points on video sequences
captured by an ordinary camcorder in fully automatic mode.
We plan to improve this method to deal with more complicated
cases where several independently moving objects are present
(motion segmentation problem). Another objective is to track
more complicated objects – lines and generic contours.
Filtering process can also be reformulated and generalized to the
unified statistical framework for outlier rejection such as
MLESAC [7].
The method presented in our work is not real-time but we
designed it keeping a time factor in mind so it can be further
improved to meet certain speed requirements.

3.2 Two Image Filtering
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3.3 Three Image Filtering
First lets say that a “true” point on third image, is a point which
is build as an intersection of epipolar lines, build using the
corresponding points on other images and the corresponding
fundamental matrixes. Now we redefine an outlier as a point,
which is farther then a certain distance from its “true” point on
any of the images. The rest of the algorithm goes just like
before, except that the sampled points are the same for all build
fundamental matrixes: from image1 to image2, from image1 to
image3, from image2 to image3.

3.4 Guided Sampling
The main idea behind this is that if we know that a certain point
is an inlier, then we want to give it a better chance being
randomly sampled. This is done, by assigning each point a
weight. This weight is used when sampling. These weights can
be dynamic, which means that their values change over time.
We do it the following way. At all times we now the best (till
this point) fundamental matrix, and the number of inliers for it.
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Figure 1. Two frames from sample video sequence with feature points shown with their trajectories.

Figure 2. The same frames after filtering with inliers marked as crosses and outliers marked as circles.
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